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Welcome Remarks
Ambassador Masood Khan
Director General, Institute of Strategic Studies, Islamabad
The Strategic Export Control Division (SECDIV) is an
oversight board at the Ministry of Foreign Affairs established in
2007, and I was also inducted as executive member in September
2015. The SECDIV is headed by Director General, Mr. Zafar Ali,
who is with us here. In order to raise the awareness on export
controls, we need to increase the scope of our outreach to related
agencies. Today‘s event is in due diligence on Pakistan‘s efforts
on export controls and this Seminar would cover:





Awareness Raising
Building confidence in Pakistan‘s nuclear programme
Demonstrating how Pakistan has been a responsible
nuclear state
Building synergies amongst different departments and
agencies

As we all know, Pakistan is a legitimate nuclear weapon state.
It never signed NPT and it opted the course of rising from a
peculiar situation in South Asia after India tested nuclear
weapons in 1974. In the context of export controls, Pakistan
crossed five thresholds:
1. To acquire nuclear capability
2. Testing Ballistic and Cruise Missiles
3. From 1999-2004 Pakistan established a Command and
Control System
4. Passed Export Control Act of 2004
5. Revised nuclear lists
These measures conform to international standards. The
SECDIV has updated these lists. These revised lists cover the
scope of Nuclear Suppliers Group (NSG), Missile Technology
Control Regime (MTCR) and the Australia Group (AG).
1

Pakistan, therefore, fully qualifies to become the member of the
NSG.
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Inaugural Speech
Honourable Mr. Sartaj Aziz
Advisor to Prime Minister on Foreign Affairs
It‘s a great honour to have been invited by the Institute of
Strategic Studies, Islamabad to deliver the inaugural speech at
this Seminar on a topical issue ―Pakistan‘s Non-proliferation
Efforts and Strategic Export Controls.‖ To begin with, I would
like to commend the ISSI for playing an important role in
promoting debate and perspectives on subjects of national and
international concern.
Pakistan is a peace loving country that was compelled to
acquire nuclear deterrence in the face of grave threats to its
security and integrity. Pakistan‘s reluctant entry into the nuclear
club is well-documented. As a responsible state, Pakistan remains
fully committed to the objectives of non-proliferation and
disarmament and shares the global concern that proliferation of
Weapons of Mass Destruction (WMDs) poses serious threat to
international peace and security. In 1974, when the first nuclear
test was conducted in our neighbourhood, we made several
proposals for keeping South Asia free of nuclear weapons and
their delivery systems including simultaneous accession to NPT,
but none of the proposals met a favourable response.
Subsequently, in the interest of maintaining peace and stability in
the region, Pakistan proposed a ―Strategic Restraint Regime,‖
with three interlocking and mutually reinforcing elements i.e.
conflict resolution, nuclear and missile restraint, and
conventional balance. This proposal remains on the table.
Pakistan has always endeavoured to fulfill its international
obligations. Pakistan is a state party to various international
instruments including Chemical Weapons Convention (CWC),
Biological and Toxin Weapons Convention (BTWC), Partial
Test-Ban Treaty (PTBT), Convention on the Physical Protection
of Nuclear Material (CPPNM), IAEA Code of Conduct on Safety
and Security of radioactive sources, and participates in the IAEA
3

Incident and Trafficking Database (ITDB). Besides, we also
actively participate in the Global Initiative to Combat Nuclear
Terrorism (GICNT) and regularly submit reports to the UN
Security Council 1540 Committee on the measures we take to
exercise control over transfer of sensitive materials and
technologies.
Pakistan is strongly committed to the objective of nuclear
security and has been proactively engaged with the international
community to promote nuclear safety and security.
Our nuclear security paradigm, evolved over the years, is
effective and responsive against the entire range of possible
threats. Nuclear security regime in Pakistan is dynamic and
regularly reviewed and updated.
In line with the commitment made during the 2014 Nuclear
Security Summit (NSS), Pakistan has ratified the 2005
Amendment to the CPPNM. This is a reaffirmation of Pakistan's
confidence in its national nuclear security regime, which is
consistent with the contemporary international standards.
Pakistan's nuclear security regime is based on national
legislative, regulatory and administrative framework. The
elements of nuclear security in Pakistan include robust command
and control system led by the National Command Authority
(NCA), rigorous regulatory regime, comprehensive export
controls and international cooperation. We follow the principle of
multi-layered defence to prevent and effectively respond to the
entire spectrum of threats. The regulatory regime encompasses all
matters related to nuclear safety and security, including physical
protection of materials and facilities, material control and
accounting, transport security, prevention of illicit trafficking,
border controls, and plans to deal with possible radiological
emergencies through an elaborate Nuclear Emergency
Management System (NEMS). A state of the art Centre of
Excellence on Nuclear Security (PCENS) has been established,
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which continues to grow into a regional and international hub,
with support of the IAEA.
Over the years, Pakistan has streamlined and strengthened its
export control regime and enhanced its engagement with
multilateral export control regimes. Pakistan's export control
regime is at par with the standards followed by the Nuclear
Suppliers' Group (NSG), Missile Technology Control Regime
(MTCR) and Australia Group.
Let me also draw your attention to South Asia‘s strategic
stability, which has been negatively impacted by the policies that
override the long established principles and norms and are guided
by individual state‘s strategic and commercial considerations. A
case in point is the Indo-US civil nuclear deal and the subsequent
discriminatory waiver granted to India by the NSG. Eight years
down the road one wonders what benefit the non-proliferation
regime has secured from the deal? The recent reports by NTI
(Nuclear Threat Initiative), ISIS (Institute of Security and
International Studies) and assessment by other experts
corroborate that the NSG waiver has allowed India to
exponentially increase its fissile material stocks with grave
implications for the strategic stability of the region. The
introduction of nuclear submarines, development of AntiBallistic Missile (ABM) system and massive acquisition of
conventional weapons, prompt offensive inclinations manifested
in doctrines such as the ―Cold Start‖ and ―Proactive Operations‖
pose a serious threat to regional stability. As we seek to ensure
our security, credible minimum deterrence remains our guiding
principle and our conduct will continue to be defined by restraint
and responsibility.
Pakistan is facing acute power shortage as it is a fossil fuel
deficient country. In order to meet its enormously increasing
energy needs and to support sustained economic growth and
industrial development, reliance on civil nuclear energy is an
imperative. The energy requirement is expected to grow over the
5

next two decades. Therefore, our national energy strategy
includes expansion in the nuclear energy capacity.
Focus on nuclear security should further enhance
international cooperation in peaceful applications of nuclear
technology. Confidence in safety and security of nuclear and
radiological materials and associated facilities should facilitate
collaboration in health, industry, agriculture and other sectors.
Pakistan has strong credentials to become a member of the
Nuclear Suppliers Group and other multilateral export control
regimes, on non-discriminatory basis. Pakistan is confident of its
capabilities and cognisant of its international obligations. The
policy of international community towards nuclear
mainstreaming of any state should be based on uniform criteria
rather than a country specific approach. After the objective of
total nuclear disarmament was found difficult to achieve in the
foreseeable future, the world has gradually evolved a new
normative approach to non-proliferation. This new norm is now
threatened by the so-called selective approach to ―outlier states‖,
without uniform criteria applicable to all non NPT states. This
threat must be resolutely resisted.
In the end, I once again extend my gratitude to Ambassador
(Retired) Masood Khan and his team, for arranging this seminar.
I am confident it will enhance your understanding about
Pakistan‘s efforts towards non-proliferation and strategic export
controls.
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Keynote Address
Mr. Zafar Ali
Director General, Strategic Export Control
Division (SECDIV),
Ministry of Foreign Affairs (MOFA)
Pakistan Strategic Export Control System: Latest
Developments
Pakistan‘s Strategic Export Control System is based on the
following key efforts:






Export Control Act No V – 2004
Control Lists – 2005
Establishment of SECDIV – 2007
Oversight Board – 2007
Export Control (Licensing & Enforcement) Rules – 2009

The Act enables the Government to control export, re-export,
transshipment, transit of goods, technologies, material and
equipment that may contribute to the designing, development,
production, stockpiling, maintenance or use of nuclear and
biological weapons and their delivery systems. It has a wide
jurisdiction (also includes Pakistanis visiting or working abroad).
It also prohibits diversion of controlled goods and technologies. It
envisages an authority to administer rules and regulations framed
under this legislation. It also provides for the establishment of an
Oversight Board to monitor the implementation Comprehensive
control lists and catch-all provision.
The Act also covers intangible technology transfer by
electronic means like email, fax, telephone etc. or through
technical assistance in the form of instruction, skill, training,
working knowledge, and consulting services. Penal provisions up
to 14 years imprisonment and Rs. 5 million fine plus confiscation
of assets/property.
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The Strategic Export Control Division acts as licensing and
enforcement coordinating authority. It acts as a single agency of
technical experts on policy, licensing, regulations, enforcement,
and IT. It makes rules and regulations and also reviews Control
Lists (CLs) and expands its outreach and Commodity
Identification Training (CIT). The Oversight Board was approved
on July 11, 2007. It is chaired by the Secretary, Ministry of
Foreign Affairs with 11 Members – representing different
Ministries/Departments. Its major functions include monitoring
and implementation of SECA-2004, monitor functioning of
SECDIV and provide guidance/directions for achieving the set
objectives. SECDIV has a robust licensing system.
SECDIV has raised awareness on export controls and has
targeted Outreach Plan formulated - approved by Chairman OSB.
For this purpose it has visited major industrial hubs and held
discussion/interaction with academia and research institutions.
Moreover, it has trained under the CIT 197 officials from
customs, border agencies, and Pakistan Post.
For the purpose of strengthening export control enforcement,
we have ensured CIT which is institutionalised. Introductory
lecture on CIT during international course on ―Postal Aviation
and Mail Security for ECO Countries‖ at ECO Postal Staff
College and Pakistan Nuclear Regulatory Authority‘s (PNRA)
Nuclear Security Action Plan (NSAP) is developed and shared
with relevant key stakeholders.
Furthermore, SECDIV activities include strengthening interagency coordination. For this purpose services are generally
administered by separate agencies and each one has own
priorities and interests. Inter-agency coordination is needed to
address systemic loop holes. Shared responsibility should not
create gaps. Outreach and awareness raising visits have helped in
addressing overlapping. SECDIV regularly interacts with other
regulatory authorities such as National Authority Chemical
Weapons Convention (NACWC) and PNRA. Online interface
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through Web Based One Custom (WeBOC) will further enhance
coordination with customs.
SECDIV has been promised access to WeBOC which is
electronic customs filing and clearance system. This will
facilitate real time sharing of information. Red flag and risk
assessment of dual use items will be built in and interface
between SECDIV Licensing and Information Management
System (SLIMS) and WeBOC will be set up.
The Control Review lists were initially notified in October
2005. Their classification is based on the European Union (EU)
pattern. Review process is done as a routine by a standing JWG,
which is an inter-ministerial body. It contains items requiring a
license. There is ―catch-all‖ provision in the law. As of now, CLs
are in complete harmony with the lists maintained by the Nuclear
Suppliers Group (NSG), the Missile Technology Control Regime
(MTCR), and the Australia Group (AG). Technological
advancements and amendments done by international export
control regimes are regularly monitored.
For internal compliance guidelines are notified through
Gazette Notification. It includes two main sections – one
generally for all entities including exporters, manufacturers, and
freight forwarders, and one specific to academic/research
institutions. Moreover, the Internal Compliance Programme
(ICP) is an in-house mechanism consisting of policies,
procedures and guidelines that entities‘ adopt to facilitate
compliance for minimising the risk of law violations. It also sets
out guidelines on self-regulation for a small, medium, and large
entity. An effective institutional ICP provides a method of
routinely screening transactions, contacts, and dealings etc., and
self-regulation contributes to overall effectiveness of the
country‘s export control system.
Engagement with the international export control regimes is
considered important. Earlier in 2013, trilateral meeting with the
chairmanship troika of the NSG was held. NSG troika was
9

invited to visit Pakistan. Regular interaction with MTCR is also
held and as a result MTCR delegation visited Islamabad in 2013,
under the German Chairmanship and in February 2016. SECDIV
also hosted a delegation of AG in February 2013. Moreover,
regular interaction with Wassenar Arrangement and participation
in its outreach meetings since 2012 is ensured.
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Presentation
Air Commodore Khalid Banuri
Director General, Arms Control and Disarmament
Affairs (ACDA),
Strategic Plans Division (SPD)
Nuclear Safety and Security in Pakistan
My overall sense is that Pakistan‘s nuclear capability is based
on five prongs: nuclear command and control; nuclear safety;
nuclear security; strategic technology controls, and a composite
dialogue process which is the political interaction with India. My
focus, however, is the nuclear safety and security. For both of
these issues, Pakistan has taken astute steps comprising legal,
structural and substantive operational measures. Nuclear safety
and security have a common purpose in protecting people and
society. Safety and security cultures are based on several
principles, assembly of characteristics, organisation and
individuals that were established as an over-riding priority where
protection issues receive the warranted attention.
Pakistan‘s nuclear security regime deals with several aspects
related to nuclear safety. Pakistan joined the Convention for
Nuclear Safety of 1994 in pursuance of the nuclear regulatory
function which was earlier being done by Pakistan Nuclear
Regulatory Board which was part of the Pakistan Atomic Energy
Commission. It later emerged as an independent body called the
Pakistan Nuclear Regulatory Authority (PNRA) through a 2001
ordinance. Today, the work of the PNRA is considered worth
emulating by several similar set ups worldwide. Over a period of
time, it has developed a sustainable nuclear safety regulatory
system, with established response and emergency capabilities for
radiological sources. It has earned the respect and confidence of
the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA). Despite being a
relatively young organisation, PNRA stands on its own as an
example.
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Pakistan has invested heavily in nuclear safety and security in
the last decade or so. Following the Fukushima incident Pakistan
also conducted an assessment of its safety measures, its
parameters, emergency preparedness and response, and apparatus
training protocols. All licenses are now required to implement the
lessons learned from the Fukushima incident.
Nuclear security is not just about protecting nuclear assets
and forces. It is a complete cycle of threat assessment, vigilance
and response mechanism. That is why Pakistan has created a
comprehensive nuclear regulatory and security regime that
encompasses not just the physical protection of materials but for
fissile material control and accounting, transportation security,
prevention of illicit trafficking, border control, and plans to deal
with other radiological emergencies.
Over 25000 well-trained and equipped personnel are working
round the clock to ensure the security of Pakistan‘s nuclear assets
and facilities. Nuclear security regime deals with full spectrum of
nuclear threats – insider, or outsider. And integrated intelligence
system has been instituted to provide in-depth defence.
In 2012, Pakistan established a center of excellence for
nuclear security which imparts security training based on
international best practices and standards. This center is now
functioning as a regional hub on all nuclear security aspects.
Many important personalities including the Director General of
the IAEA has visited the center and have lauded the high
standards of training. This again is a module worth emulating.
Pakistan has also established a nuclear emergency
management system to deal with emergency situations covering
an entire range of activities and mechanisms with state of the art
equipment mobile lamps, technical guidance, and country wide
connectivity. Several training courses for first emergency
responders and frontline officers have been conducted. This is an
excellent depiction of inter-agency coordination.
12

Nuclear security is a national responsibility and Pakistan has
fulfilled it in pursuance of its national interest.
At the same time, Pakistan has been engaged in international
forum to promote best practices and norms in nuclear security.
Pakistan has submitted four reports to the UN Security Council in
compliance with the resolution 1540. Pakistan is a party to the
Convention on Physical Protection of Nuclear Material
(CPPNM), the Convention on Early Notification of Nuclear
Accidents, and the Convention on Assistance in Case of a
Nuclear Accident. Pakistan has been in consistent observance of
IAEA code of conduct, and participated in IAEA Incident and
Trafficking Database. Pakistan has recently ratified the 2005
Amendment to the Convention on the Physical Protection of
Nuclear Material (CPPNM). All these steps taken by Pakistan
depict a level of confidence in its nuclear safety and security.
Pakistan has also worked in the Global Initiative to Combat
Nuclear Terrorism.in different areas.
Pakistan has a clean record of over forty three years of
running of civilian nuclear power plants which are all under
IAEA safeguards. Pakistan needs alternate clean and sustainable
nuclear energy for its burgeoning industry and consumer
demands. Pakistan‘s national energy security plan includes a
nuclear energy vision 2050 to address the existing energy
deficiency. In this regards Pakistan looks forward to an equitable
access to international civil nuclear cooperation. Pakistan is also
in a position to provide nuclear fuel cycle facilities under IAEA
safeguards.
We remain committed to pursuing nuclear security
cooperation. I must conclude by saying that in pursuance of
nuclear safety and security regime Pakistan is highly confident of
its achievements.
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Presentation
Ambassador Tariq Osman Hyder
Former Expert Member, Oversight Board for Strategic
Export Controls
Overview of Pakistan’s Non-Proliferation Efforts
Nuclear technology carries with it certain specific
responsibilities for safety, security and against diversion and
misuse. This responsibility grows exponentially when a country
becomes a nuclear power as Pakistan did in 1998.Pakistan has
been fully conscious of this responsibility and its efforts have
been motivated by the objective of preventing the proliferation
of Weapons of Mass Destruction (WMD). Consistent with its
strong commitment to the objectives of disarmament and
nonproliferation, Pakistan fully supports appropriate and
effective measures to prevent non-state actors from gaining
access to weapons of mass destruction and their means of
delivery.
This has been reiterated in public policy pronouncements of
the Pakistan‘s leadership and the government. Nationally,
Pakistan has instituted comprehensive administrative, legislative
and security measure to ensure the safety and security of sensitive
materials, facilities, technologies and equipment. Internationally,
Pakistan remains a partner in efforts to stem proliferation and
illicit trafficking of WMD-related materials. As the measures put
in place by Pakistan have been already described in some detail
by preceding speakers, in the short time allocated, I will touch on
the international efforts of Pakistan in the field of
nonproliferation: the guiding principles; active participation in
multilateral fora; suitability and readiness to join the four control
regimes; and the way forward.
For Pakistan, the guiding principle is that the objectives of
non-proliferation of weapons of mass destruction can be
effectively promoted through freely negotiated, non14

discriminatory and cooperative multilateral efforts. Our policy
can be characterised as a constant quest for equity amongst
nations, for approaches
that do not stand in the way of
safeguarded access to nuclear energy for peaceful purposes a
right enshrined in the IAEA statutes. Pakistan stands ready to
contribute constructively to all efforts that strengthen global nonproliferation within the framework of existing treaty regimes and
bodies, and as a partner in the control regimes which should also
adopt a non-discriminatory approach and not that of
exceptionalism motivated by strategic and commercial interests.
In the UN, before we joined the Conference of Disarmament
(CD) and subsequently in negotiations in the CD and activity in
other disarmament related fora including in the UN General First
Committee, International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA),
Organisation for the Prohibition of Chemical Weapons (OPCW)
as well as in bilateral engagements, Pakistan has played an active
role on nonproliferation issues. I will briefly give two examples.
Though in the negotiations on UNSC 1540 we held that it
was not for the Security Council to circumvent the normal
procedure of universally negotiated agreements just because they
had less control of such a traditional process, we fully
participated in the process. Our negotiating mandate as a nonpermanent member of the Security Council during the finalisation
of 1540 was to ensure a workable and as fair as it could be
outcome which we could sign on to and would not impact our
national security. We negotiate hard because we want agreements
we can join, and when we do, we fully live up to them. During
the long Iranian nuclear file crisis, though we are not an NPT
member, the first element of our policy and stated public position
was that Iran should fulfill its international obligations, pacta sunt
servanda.
The other elements were that: Iran‘s rights ( under the NPT
and IAEA statutes) must also be respected; we took no position
on what shape the final solution should be as were not a party to
the negotiations; we urged all parties to strive for a peaceful
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settlement; and that there must not be any coercion or use of
force.
Our next step now in nonproliferation, apart from constantly
upgrading our institutions, regulations and practices, is to press
home our campaign to join the four control regimes for which we
are fully qualified, certainly with nuclear and missile capabilities
far advanced than those of many Nuclear Suppliers Group (NSG)
and Missile Technology Control Regime (MTCR) members. We
can contribute more meaningfully to the global nonproliferation
regime as a full partner.
This has been an uphill struggle and likely to remain so. We
need to regroup, to examine exiting strategies and processes and
to consider what needs to be done to do better.
That we have taken a series of steps is of course clear to all.
We need more clarity to project that we undertake these efforts
primarily for our own interests not just to earn approval from
abroad. Of course, both reinforce each other but we are first and
foremost making these efforts in our own self-interest as a
responsible Nuclear Weapons State (NWS).
While every nuclear state has suffered from mishaps, we
should not underestimate however unjustified and unfair that it is
now is after all these years, the damaging impact of one mishap.
It would therefore take more effort to make our mark at
international level given the interplay of politics, commerce and
strategic interests in which motivated reasons continues to be
used against us.
There is therefore a need for developing coherence in policy
formulation and projection at all levels. We continue in the
tradition of reacting too cautiously and half-heartedly to
developments that adversely affect global nonproliferation
objectives and also our national security. For instance, no public
or even sufficiently strong bilateral reaction to civil nuclear deals,
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and to the growing supply of conventional weapons and strategic
platforms in our neighbourhood.
I may mention that for years, we brought up the issue of the
supply on loan of nuclear attack submarines with unsafeguarded
reactors and the transfer of that technology from one NWS to
another country in the region. But the western NWS, their allies
and the IAEA took the position that this was consistent with the
NPT. We should have learnt from this and should try to emulate
this example.
Internally, policy coordination and its projection is less than
optimal. There is a need to supplement it at think tanks, select
media, academia, not just inside but abroad as well. Nothing
prevents us from organising more seminars and conferences even
at a modest level as indeed this one. Though capacity is being
built up and finds support we can do better on this score. Policy
research is not a priority, almost alien in our system in which we
are beset by dealing with day to day situations, with firefighting.
Policy planning may be taking place but it is certainly not yet of
the quality that its projection can attract an international
audience. Lack of contact between academia and Think Tanks on
one side and government officials and departments on the other
side is one cause apart from insufficient resources but there is
also a lack on initiative on both sides which does not require
resources to overcome.
Unlike the military, in the Foreign Office disarmament and
arms control structure there is a lack of human resources capacity
in terms of personnel and their placement. This lean cadre should
be expanded and trained officers in whom so much has been
invested should not be permitted always to work at their will in
other capacities. It is unrealistic to expect to project our narrative
with inadequate capacity.
In some cases we need more rigour, to give one example in
filing our 1540 reports which at one time were held up as an
example for other reporting states. Discussions on how to
17

strengthen the Oversight Board as well as SECDIV should be
welcomed.
Most important, we need to more seriously campaign for
membership of the NSG and also for the MTCR A formal
applications needs to be made to the MTCR considering that we
conveyed to that regime in 2006 our interest in joining, We must
not permit a situation to develop which would exclude us
permanently from that regime. We have many issues of interest
in common with many control regime members and need to
approach them all bilaterally more actively in capitals abroad and
in Islamabad and if need be to send special envoys. Many of
these countries have vital interests that expect us to understand
and often assist in, and, in turn, we should have no reticence in
doing the same. We need to focus on NSG and MTCR
membership and in such a campaign we need all hands on deck.
At the same time our quest for equity, our principled
consistent stand that nonproliferation should not affect the right
of countries to access the full range of peaceful uses of nuclear
energy including safeguarded power generation often vital for
energy security should be given more practical shape. At a recent
Organisation of Islamic Cooperation (OIC) seminar in Islamabad,
the need of many countries for assistance in nuclear related
aspects, for oncology and health, for agricultural research and
productivity, for water shortage management and for scientific
and technical education and training was highlighted. Pakistan
has the capacity to extend assistance and cooperation in these
fields.
At the 2014 Nuclear Security Summit, Prime Minister
Nawaz Sharif‘s national statement inter alia stressed that
Pakistan has been running a safe, secure and safeguarded civil
nuclear programme for more than forty years, has the expertise,
manpower and infrastructure to produce civil nuclear energy and
with the experience and expertise it has gained in the areas of
nuclear power generation, non-power application of nuclear
technology, nuclear security and safety, under the auspices of the
18

IAEA Pakistan is well placed assist interested states and also to
provide nuclear fuel cycle services under IAEA safeguards.
Safeguarded nuclear power generation may be in retreat in a
few countries but not in many others including in our region, in
the Gulf and beyond. Pakistan has both the capacity and trained
manpower to both assist trilaterally in skilled manpower and
construction of nuclear power projects in the Gulf countries and
to also to provide a training base in the fundamental sciences,
nuclear regulation, nuclear safety and security , reactor operation
so that for these countries and other countries it‘s not a black box
technology that is brought in by foreign suppliers but becomes a
technology that can more quickly partner and take full
responsibility for. To my mind we have the capacity to produce
and export research reactors and should be working towards
modest size power reactors better suited in many conditions.
In the field of nuclear energy and it‘s peaceful and
safeguarded applications working with the OIC and the IAEA,
we should make Pakistan a resource centre, a modern day AlAndalus in our region. This we should do for our own
development and as a service to the developing countries. At the
same time our consequent growing relevance will be another
reason for the control regimes to include Pakistan in the common
task of strengthening the global nonproliferation structure.
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Presentation
Air Commodore Adil Sultan
Director, PDS, Strategic Planning Division (SPD)
Balancing South Asian Nuclear Security Triangle
At the outset, let me contest the concept of South Asian
nuclear triangle, which seems to imply that there exists triangular
nuclear security interdependence between China, Pakistan and
India. Instead, South Asian nuclear equation is dyadic, at least for
the foreseeable future. India, however would like to be equated
with China and rest of the world is willing to accept this narrative
for their respective strategic, political and economic interests.
In one of the earlier seminars held here at ISSI earlier (Oct.
2015), I had underscored this point that India‘s desire to compete
with China is essentially aimed at enhancing its status and to be
reckoned as a great power, but this relatively new struggle is
―without the force of history behind it‖.
One cannot completely rule out India‘s rise as a regional or a
global power, with the assistance of external powers, but this may
take time, and also favourable strategic environment and further
convergence of interests, which itself cannot be guaranteed in this
fast changing unpredictable international environment.
Since the seminar is about Nonproliferation (NP) and
strategic export control system, therefore, I would like to focus
on the ongoing trends of discrimination and exceptionalism,
which not only undermine existing global norms, but is also
adversely affecting South Asian regional security environment.
Once we talk of balancing the nuclear security equation, it is
important to understand why this balance was disturbed at the
first place.
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Pakistan was a reluctant entrant in the nuclear field, as it was
considered an unfeasible option for a country with limited
technological and financial resources. In order to keep the region
free of nuclear weapons, Pakistan offered several proposals
before the overt nuclearisation of the region. After the 1998 tests,
Pakistan continued to offer bilateral arrangements to ensure
strategic stability in South Asia.
India, nevertheless, is increasingly becoming dismissive to
engage with Pakistan, due to its growing strategic partnership
with the US and other major powers. Instead of encouraging
India to follow international norms, the US has embarked on
creating new norms of exceptionalism, with a stated objective of
helping India to become a ‗Super Power‘. Interestingly, this
would be the first and probably the last time, where one super
power would be helping another country to emerge as a rival
super power - against the fundamental principles of ‗realpolitik‘.
In 2008, the US entered into nuclear cooperation agreement
with a non-NPT state India. This deal could not have materialised
without the exemption from the guidelines of 48 members
Nuclear Suppliers Group (NSG), which controls civil nuclear
trade and works on the basis of consensus. This exception that
was a result of arm twisting of several leading opponents,
facilitated India to enter into nuclear cooperation agreement with
over dozen countries.
India can now acquire fuel and uranium for its civilian
reactors, while diverting the indigenous uranium reserves purely
for military purposes. This according to senior former US
officials would have significantly increased India‘s bomb making
potential.
As part of the requirement for the NSG exemption, India
agreed to a civil-military nuclear separation plan. According to
one of the recent reports by the Belfer Center, co-authored by
former head of Australia‘s safeguards, India‘s separation plan is a
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unique in a way that has three different streams; ‗civilian
safeguarded‘, civilian unsafeguarded‘ and military reactors.
The arrangement allows India to use foreign supplied fuel in
its ‗civilian unsafeguarded‘ facilities by putting these facilities
under ‗temporary safeguards‘. This is in contrast to the
understanding given by US Administration to its Congress in
2008 that the safeguards would be applied in perpetuity. This is
important, especially keeping into consideration the fact that
several of India‘s Pressurised Heavy-Water Reactors (PHWRs)
have reportedly been used as sources of weapons grade Pu for its
military programme, as India could use its civilian unsafeguarded
PHWRs to produce more nuclear weapons. This isa cause of
serious concern for Pakistan.
Another unique feature of India‘s safeguards arrangement is
that it can substitute ‗unsafeguarded‘ nuclear material for
‗safeguarded‘ material with the International Atomic Energy
Agency‘s (IAEA) consent, and ―remove weapons-grade
plutonium from safeguards and use it in nuclear weapons,
provided it places an equal amount of reactor-grade plutonium
under safeguards‖.
India has also declared that its Fast Breeder Reactors (FBRs)
would remain outside the IAEA safeguards. These reactors, the
prototype of which is expected to be online in the next few
months, are capable of producing large quantities of Pu, which
would significantly enhance India‘s fissile material capacity.
India‘s upcoming Special Material Enrichment Facility (SMEF)
has also been kept outside the safeguards, which would have the
potential to produce large quantities of enriched uranium for
thermonuclear weapons.
India has a track record of misusing Canadian supplied
CIRUS reactor for producing Pu for its 1974 nuclear weapon test,
―despite being under an obligation not to use the reactor or any
products resulting from its use for military purposes.‖ This
episode became the basis for the creation of the NSG in 1975.
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Ironically, the same NSG is now contemplating granting India its
membership.
The NSG members must take into consideration the serious
implications of granting another discriminatory favour to India by
allowing it to become a formal member of the Group without
asking India to rectify the existing anomalies. Several NSG states
that have entered into nuclear cooperation agreement with India,
mainly for commercial gains, could possibly be guilty of assisting
India‘s nuclear weapons programme, without verifiable
mechanism of tracking their supplied material. These countries
could be held accountable for violating their obligations under
Article 1 of the Nuclear Nonproliferation Treaty (NPT), which
makes it obligatory for the member states not to assist directly or
indirectly nuclear weapons programme of any other country.
In order to pave the way for India‘s NSG membership, in
April 2016 at Vienna, India requested NSG‘s Consultative Group
meeting for an interactive session, to remove any possible hurdles
before it submits its formal application for the NSG membership
before or during the forthcoming NSG Plenary meeting to be held
at Seoul, South Korea in June 2016. India wants to push its case
for the membership before the end of President Obama‘s tenure,
knowingly well that it may have to rebuild the support for its
candidacy with the next US Administration, which may not be
guaranteed.
The NSG, as a nonproliferation instrument, had the
opportunity to universalise the global NP norms by integrating
the original three non-NPT states in the mainstream regime. By
creating another exemption, the NSG would not only lose its
credibility, built may provide incentive for some of the NPT
states to give up their obligations in the future and pursue the
weapons path.
Eagerness by few major powers to accommodate India within
the Group for their short sighted strategic and commercial
interests would only weaken the established norms. The
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responsibility for the eventual demise of the regime, as a result of
such exceptions, rests with the NSG and the major powers that
are supporting India exclusive membership.
Such discriminatory trends do not bode well for strategic
stability in South Asia, as it reduces the incentive for countries
like Pakistan that is directly affected by India‘s massive nuclear
build up, to remain meaningfully engaged with the international
nonproliferation regime.
Pakistan is ready to play more active role in strengthening
global nonproliferation norms, provided these are based on the
principles of ‗inclusiveness‘ and ‗non-discrimination‘.
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Faizan Mansoor
Member (Executive)
Pakistan Nuclear Regulatory Authority (PNRA)
Regulating Safety and Security of Radio Active Sources
PNRA was set up as an independent regulatory body in 200.
It seeks to ensure safe operation of nuclear facilities and to
protect radiation workers, general public and the environment
from the harmful effects of radiation by formulating and
implementing effective regulations and building a relationship of
trust with the licensees and maintain transparency in its actions
and decisions
Why do we regulate?
Because there are associated radiation hazards if not handled
safely and securely like burns, cancers etc.
What to Regulate?
There are two kind of sources that need to be regulated sealed sources that are permanently sealed in a capsule or indispersible solid (used in NDT, Oil well Logging, Industrial
Irradiation, etc), and unsealed sources in the form of radioactive
material which is not encapsulated or otherwise contained
(extensively used in biological research and medicine). There are
over 3000 sealed radioactive sources in Industry, research and
education, medical facilities etc.
Regulatory processes include formulation of regulations,
issuing authorisations/licences, performing review and
assessment, conducting inspections, and taking enforcement
actions in cases of non-compliances.
Following are some PNRA regulations:
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PAK/904 – Radiation Protection
PAK/908 – Licensing
PAK/916 – Safe Transport
PAK/915 – Radioactive Waste Management
PAK/926 –Security of Radioactive Sources (Draft)
PAK/950 – Enforcement
There is a graded approach applied depending upon the
hazards associated with radioactive sources. The more hazardous
the resource more strictly the PNRA regulates it.
In conclusion, PNRA regulatory framework is in line with
international standards to ensure safety and security of
radioactive sources.
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Brigadier Zahir Kazmi
Director, Arms Control and Disarmament Affairs,
Strategic Plans Division
Pakistan’s Nuclear Security Standards and the International
Norms
We have already heard quite a bit about nuclear safety and
security in Pakistan, its strategic export control system and have
had an overview of country‘s nonproliferation efforts. These are
quite well known to this august audience.
Therefore, in the interest of saving time and for brevity‘s
sake, I have chosen to bring much-wanted focus only on the
discriminatory international norms that strain not only the nuclear
security regime but also the nuclear order.
Besides this, I will proffer five steps to normalise the norms
and for bringing order to the inconsistent nuclear nonproliferation
regime.
Nuclear Apartheid
Despite extensive engagement with the nuclear security and
the non-proliferation regime, Pakistan is the object of what I term
as a nuclear apartheid.
The biased nuclear haves make Pakistan fight the odds of
norms while giving laissez-faire to a particular old proliferator
for geopolitical and geo-economic reasons.
Spotlight on Pakistan
It is quite strange that some media keeps a spotlight primarily
over nuclear security issues of Pakistan – overlooking the fact
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that Pakistan is the most transparent State in nuclear security
domain amongst the non-NPT States.
Indian Opacity
India‘s nuclear security infrastructure and its standards are
shrouded in layers of mystery like its huge nuclear enterprise.
Some relatively independent and value neutral institutions have
begun expressing concerns over the absence of transparency and
nonproliferation control in three streams of overlapping functions
of India‘s civil and military nuclear enterprise.
Owing to political and economic imperatives, the
international norms have been blindsided to an ongoing vertical
proliferation and nuclear security risks in India. While the nuclear
haves look the other way over Indian nuclear opacity, New Delhi
has not reciprocated by strengthening its nuclear security and
safety practices. For instance, as quid pro quo, it has signed a
lame and moth eaten Additional Protocol that provides little
ransparency over its safety and security measures.
Selectivity and Exceptionalism
The nonproliferation regime adopts selective application of
norms that are state-specific or regional in nature – like in the
case of Nuclear Supplier Group‘s membership. I believe that this
enduring discrimination would ultimately undermine the support
towards universality of the nonproliferation regime. Such
discrimination against Pakistan also exposes the degree of
legitimacy and fairness in the nuclear order – that is fast moving
towards disorder and anarchy that mirrors the imbalance in the
international system.
Mainstreaming Pakistan is in the wider interest of the
nonproliferation regime. In similar vein, it is quintessential to
seek moreover sight over India‘s nuclear enterprise. As seen in
NSG‘s waiver to India, a country-specific approach for
membership would affect the interests of other non-NPT States.
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Recommendations
In this regard, I would like to make few propositions that
would bring a semblance of normality in the so-called nuclear
norms. These are quite well-known to my friends and I apologise
for reiterating these five steps.
First – The nuclear haves must insist on applying the norms
on India in letter and spirit because the country has the propensity
of diverting imported fuel towards its military programme, which
is the largest unsafeguarded and fastest enterprise in the world.
Two – In order to normalise the regime and mainstream the
non-NPT States, some mutually reinforcing readjustments can be
made in which the Nuclear Haves shall have to play a major role.
a. The US strong-armed the NSG members in granting an
exceptional waiver to India. Although India‘s full
participation appears to be on the hold due to
apprehensions of some participating governments in
NSG. The US may again put its political weight behind
New Delhi. However, if some States take principled
stance, there would be space for the NSG to consider
simultaneous membership of other non-NPT States on the
basis of uniform criteria.
Three – In this regard the participating governments of NSG
have to first mull over the costs and benefits of giving up the
NPT and/or Nuclear Weapons-Free Zone (NWFZ) Treaty
accession criteria for simultaneously mainstreaming Pakistan and
India. A particular view holds that in return, both non-NPT
nuclear powers can ‗undertake to comply (as have the five NPT
nuclear weapon states) with the requirements of Article I, III (2)
and VI of the NPT, which deal with non-proliferation and
disarmament.‖ This quid pro quo would not only strengthen the
NPT regime, but would perhaps be acceptable to all NPT outliers.
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Four – Pakistan should be granted a NSG waiver under
identical terms as India‘s. Further expansion in the Group might
be put on hold for fixed period, say eight years, as the 2008 NSG
waiver to India is that old. This measure would also assuage
Pakistan‘s concerns and allow the Group‘s participants to observe
the non-NPT States‘ non-proliferation credentials. Meanwhile,
the non-NPT States can explore reaching trade deals with
likeminded countries under IAEA safeguards and make efforts to
build confidence with the regime‘s Haves.
Fifth and last – This interim period would also afford a full
term opportunity to Indian and Pakistani governments to build
confidence and take tangible steps towards resolving their
bilateral issues that affect their nuclear postures and policies.
Beyond this time, may come a period where the environment
would be ripe for well-considered and prudent decisions
regarding further expansion in the NSG and other export control
arrangements.
The current seemingly shameless haste in the efforts for
granting membership to a particular State neither suits the nuclear
security and non-proliferation regime, nor South Asian strategic
stability.
With these provocative thoughts. I end here and thank you for
your patient hearing.
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Muhammad Kamran Akhtar
Director General, Disarmament-P,
Ministry of Foreign Affairs (MOFA)
Pakistan's Engagement with the Non-Proliferation Regime
Pakistan is committed to the objective of nonproliferation and
wants to be partner, on equal footing, in strengthening the
international efforts for nonproliferation regime. For that, we
aspire full membership of multilateral export control regimes. We
had, therefore, interacted with these regimes, with full
transparency. We have learned from them and shared our best
practices with them in the past. We have been hosting delegations
from Missile Technology Control Regime (MTCR), the Nuclear
Suppliers Group (NSG) and Australia Group (AG).
If we look at these regimes and their criteria of participation,
Pakistan is convinced that it meets all the standards and criteria to
be full member of these regimes. If we take the example of NSG,
its documents list a number of factors for the participation of any
government in the NSG. The first one of them is the commitment
to the objectives of non-proliferation. Pakistan's has a good nonproliferation record. Since the beginning it has placed all civil
nuclear facilities under International Atomic Energy Agency
(IAEA) safeguards. These include sixty-six safeguards which are
in perpetuity, they do not have any limitations and they do not
apply temporarily. Even the de-commissioned facility has to be
operated under the IAEA safeguards.
Pakistan has always supported the principles of nonproliferation, indeed. At the United Nations General Assembly,
Pakistan voted in the favor of Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty
(CTBT) resolution, participated as the observer of CTBT, and has
never refused to sign CTBT forever, unlike India. Pakistan is also
applying safety mechanisms on our nuclear programme which is
at par with the international standards.
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Now, if we compare Pakistan's commitment with that of India
in 2008 when it signed the IAEA safeguards agreement, we
notice that they have placed eight of their power generating
reactors outside IAEA safeguards. These are not military
dedicated reactors but for power generation purposes, which run
on high burn-up and are connected to national grid and in the
IAEA history there is no such example where civilian reactor is
outside safeguards. This is an anomaly which Pakistan has been
pointing out to IAEA when they were approving the safeguards
agreement, and even in the past India has utilised its pressurised
heavy-water campaigns by running them at low burn-up.
Now, another factor I will bring to your attention is the fast
breeder reactor which India has kept outside safety agreement.
They have kept their civilian nuclear plutonium reactor outside
safeguards. One must look at the irony of this thing, that when we
talk with Pakistan's international interlocutors, especially with
those countries which have been pushing for Indian NSG
membership, they respond that Pakistan should not worry as the
stated intend of these reactors is civilian. I argue that if the stated
intent was civilian then it should have been placed under IAEA
safeguards. If it is not placed under IAEA safeguards then it
should factor in the calculations of Indian military fissile
material, which is not done either. Pakistan, therefore, has
legitimate concerns with how this deal was undertaken by India.
Second factor is the ambiguity of the state to provide items of
Annex 1 and 2 of NSG Export Control List. In that sense, I
believe that Pakistan has an extensive civil nuclear programme,
with a diversified application, hence meeting this criteria also.
What do we expect from NSG? Any decision by the NSG
now which mirrors the decision of 2008, which is discriminatory
and country-specific will be a great in-justice. If Pakistan meets
all those criteria, and meets them better than India, Pakistan
believes that it should be admitted to the NSG as a full member.
The second aspect of strategic stability heightens Pakistan's
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security concerns vis a vis India's nuclear programme. For
example, in 2008, Pakistan had been advocating to NSG for not
giving these concessions to India to apply safeguards as they will
because this will undermine strategic stability in the region. It
will help India to divert its domestic supplies of uranium to
military programme because it gets civilian nuclear material from
outside sources. They said that these concerns were not justified.
But look what is happening now. The Institute for Science and
International Security (ISIS), International Panel on Fissile
Material and the Belfer Centre, all point towards the upcoming
military nuclear facility in Karnataka, which hosts a big
enrichment plant. This enrichment plant does not make sense in
the context of existing nuclear reactors of India because they are
all pressurised heavy-water reactors which are running on natural
uranium, so India does not need enriched uranium for running
these nuclear plants.
The only two viable uses of such enrichment facility will be
around 30,000 separated work units per years is the fuel for
Indian submarines and other is fuel for thermo-nuclear weapons,
as power reactors do not use this form of enriched uranium. So
Pakistan's concerns that it would free up Indian resources for
military purposes have been corroborated by the recent reports.
Another example is the safeguards agreement which allows India
to use safeguarded material and at the time of the use of
safeguarded material, just apply the safeguards on Indian
reactors. Now this is a big loophole. For example, India will take
11% plutonium, put it in the core of its breeder reactors, run the
breeder reactors with the blankets and covered by unsafeguarded
uranium and produce plutonium from that uranium, and return
11% of the plutonium to the safeguards. So in-effect what India
does is that it uses safeguarded plutonium, provided by the
international suppliers and produces unsafeguarded plutonium for
military purposes. So that is how they will be using this material
for undermining strategic stability in South Asia. This is why
Pakistan thinks that both, India and Pakistan should be equally
admitted to the NSG membership, with both accepting some of
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the restraint measures which will restore strategic stability in
South Asia.
Last and final consideration for Pakistan's membership is of
practical nature. At the MOFA, I have been dealing with export
controls. Pakistan has been very restrictive in allowing exports
which might contribute to proliferation of weapons of mass
destruction. Hence, Pakistan is in a fix of how to treat any
application, as we do not know how the NSG country would treat
such a request of export. Between the NSG members they have
the advantage of coordination, of sharing notices, they have the
advantage of 'no under cutting' principle, so that if one NSG
member does not allow the other will follow the suit. But if
Pakistan is not sure if others will allow it or not and if other allow
it, Pakistan thinks that it will be putting itself at a commercial
disadvantage. This, I think,will not continue forever.
Pakistan has legitimate commercial interests and it will be
safeguarding its interests and also safeguarding non-proliferation.
So I think it is in the interest of NSG to have a supplier country
like Pakistan inside the regime rather than outside.
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Question and Answer Session
Moderator
Ambassador Masood Khan
Director General, ISSI
Q1. Despite all the preparations and the good work before
NSS, the US President expressed concerns on the safety
of Pakistan’s nuclear programme? So in this situation
where does Pakistan stands? Why such reservations are
expressed by US?
A: (Mr. Kamran Akhtar) The best response Pakistan has been
giving to these concerns is that we have upgraded our nuclear
safety and we have been meeting the international standards.
Moreover, we are confident, and if so we do not need to respond
to every criticism, because the same people who are criticizing at
one end for their own political gains, have also praised Pakistan
in the past. The US Congressional testimonies certify to the
standards of Pakistan‘s nuclear state‘s safety and security. Also,
some of these underlined concerns are never principle-based. For
example, during discussions with one NSG member on
proliferation, they simply said that the day you have $100 billion
for your nuclear programme and people know that you are about
to go on a shopping spree, everyone will come to you and
Pakistan will be admitted in the NSG. Hence, such decisions are
made not on the basis of principle but self-interest.
(Air Cdre. Adil Sultan): As far as I recall, US President‘s
statement you are referring here was about the induction of
tactical nuclear weapons and their implication on strategic
stability. The reaction to this statement was very strong from the
Indian side because this was again hyphenation of India and
Pakistan while India tries its best to de-hyphenate itself from
Pakistan. So this was not about security of these weapons, but
about the impact on overall strategic stability. He also mentioned
the doctrines, as Pakistan has said, if there were no ‗Cold Start‘
doctrine, Pakistan would not have introduced tactical weapons.
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So in a way by hyphenating them, they gave a message to India
also of revising their offensive doctrine. The media debate after
this also showed how upset India was with this statement.
Q2. Now the perspective is that Pakistan has the national
export control guidelines which are in adherence with the
multilateral export control regimes. We also know that
US has once arm twisted NSG wavier and might also do
so in the future. So what are the diplomatic measures
Pakistan is taking to project its position in terms of the
leverage in the NSG membership? And what if it doesn’t
get membership? What will be the repercussions on our
export control regime?
A: (Mr. Kamran Akhtar) Pakistan is engaging proactively with
all the NSG countries, including the US, and we hope that
Pakistan‘s strategic stability will not be undermined, as it had
been in the past. Pakistan‘s credentials and how its entry into the
NSG will be beneficial is our core argument. Pakistan meets all
fundamental criteria for NSG participation. But if we are kept
out, the message that will go across will undermine NSG‘s own
credentials.
(Air Cdre. Adil Sultan): We are helping the Ministry of
Foreign Affairs (MOFA) for pushing more strongly on this issue.
Some opponent of India-specific wavier said that Nuclear
Suppliers Group (NSG) seems to have become Department of
State initiative now, as it is just serving US interest now. These
opponents are non-proliferation idealists and they think that if
this time they relent, the NSG is going to unravel and if it goes to
the hard political level where US President has to make calls to
the world leaders, probably their relevance as NSG, the
consultative group, that will be greatly undermined and their
credibility will also be undermined. So out of this fear, several of
the NSG countries are willing to discuss the status of non-NPT
states, including India and Pakistan. And they believe that US
will also understand that if once again US bulldoze NSG, its
credibility is also at stake.
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Another important thing about this whole debate about NSG
and why India applied for an in-formal interactive session? There
are different dynamics. India is trying to push the US and other
countries to deliver this gift by July 2016. The other opposing
countries also understand their limitations and the impact of this
formal membership of a non-NPT state, because India also
demonstrated its aggressiveness in the in-formal session, as
somebody asked India, if you become a member what will you
do? And they said very arrogantly that we will judge Pakistan on
merits, as if they are already part of NSG. Now this was not liked
by several of the NSG members. So that is the kind of repulsion
and opposition to India also but that is based on principles and in
realpolitik anything is possible. Our diplomacy is delivering and
what India tried to do last week has failed miserably, which is
partially our success.
Q3. India is getting NSG membership because they availed
the opportunity just in-time. Pakistan had the
opportunity to block it in the past, but it did not avail it
properly. Do you think it was so? And India’s behavior
towards safety and security mechanism is not that much
covert, as compared to Pakistan, and maybe that is the
reason which made the deal easier for them? Please
comment.
A: (Mr. Kamran Akhtar): One of the fundamental principles of
Convention on Nuclear Safety is that a country should have an
independent regulatory authority, which Pakistan has but India
does not. India‘s operator is the regulator itself, so I do not think
they have a better record or standing on nuclear security.
Whereas, Pakistan‘s nuclear safety is well-acknowledged and
comes under International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA)
safeguards. Hence, it is not a matter of principle but of strategical
considerations. For example, in our recent presentations in
Vienna, I pointed out towards the very obvious gaps and
loopholes in Indian safeguard agreement and compared it with
Pakistan safeguards agreement. To our surprise, most of the NSG
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countries were unaware of these, whereas we have been drawing
the attention of international community, especially of NSG
regimes towards these issues. It is very unfortunate that those
sitting in NSG consultative groups have not paid any attention to
these. Therefore, it then becomes a question of geo-strategic
commercial considerations which dictate such discourses. And it
is not that we are not pushing diplomatic efforts in this regards
but again certain geo-strategic considerations and interests tend to
overshadow our efforts and India‘s shortcomings.
(Brig. Zahir Kazmi): The dilemma is the discrimination and
preferential country specific approach for others, where though
India can enter the NSG despite all shortcomings and Pakistan
cannot. Still, Pakistan is trying to use its political and normative
leverage to get into the regime but at the moment we cannot. So
should Pakistan give-up? Or should it end its opposition to such
discrimination? I believe we should continue to push for our
diplomatic efforts. Speaking as a citizen of Pakistan, Pakistan‘s
nuclear regime has done what it must and can, so it is for the
other elements of national power what they should and must do.
(Ambassador Tariq Usman Haider): The two most important
elements in terms of the NSG membership is that Pakistan has to
look at every NSG member and see what commonalities and
leverage we have with them. The other thing is that we have to
really improve our economy and buy power stations from other
countries that will also change the equation. Another factor is that
we really have to push our mark and eliminate terrorism and
security concerns of international community.
Q4. Are we mature enough to go for nuclear trade within the
framework of Missile Technology Control Regime
(MTCR) and the Nuclear Suppliers Group (NSG),
whether we are member of it or not, because we can
transfer nuclear technology as China was doing this
prior to NSG membership? Secondly, post Fukushima
incident, the world has been critical of nuclear regulatory
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authorities, so PNRA work is reflecting independence or
autonomy, as you are under government oversight?
A: (Mr. Faizan Mansoor): PNRA is an independent
organisation and as per the definition of independence in the
Convention on Nuclear Safety, it says that it has to be
independent of those who are involved in the application or use
of the nuclear material or energy. As PAEC is legally responsible
to handle nuclear material, PNRA is totally independent from
them. But definitely all organisations they have to report to the
government, as nobody in this world is beyond the government.
Moreover, we are regularly submitting our reports of the
Convention on Nuclear Safety and nobody has ever objected till
now and we have also undergone in 2014 a comprehensive
Integrated Regulatory Review mission, undertaken under IAEA
and comprises 22 experts regulators from around the globe. They
looked into our system and were fully satisfied with our
independence as stipulated in the convention.
(Brig Zahir Kazmi): I have four points to your question. It is
now about our capacity to trade or not, which is there but it is
also about ‗status‘, about sharing good practices in cutting edge
technology, and by the way there are states within NSG which do
not trade but are transitory points through which some trade
passes. I think we should not give up on this, why? Because these
regimes or export control arrangements work on the basis of
consensus, and as pointed out that if India gets in first, rest
assured Pakistan will not get in there because these bodies work
on consensus.
(Mr. Zafar Ali): Firstly, what is your definition of maturity
may differ from mine and maturity also comes when you practice
it. So on technical plane, if we specifically talk about NSG
countries, all 48 countries are not at the same level of technical
expertise and implementation of the guidelines spelled out by
NSG. And if you look at the other side of the technical level,
Pakistan has been collaborating with CERN, it is in consultation
with IAEA and Center of Excellence. Therefore, comparing
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Pakistan‘s systems with NSG countries, we should be confident
enough to get into NSG as a full member.
(Mr. Kamran Akhtar): Pakistan has the ability and has been
collaborating with others. We have committed to Sudan for
providing Radio oncology facility under IAEA safeguards. Now
coming to Pakistan‘s willingness, as pointed out in my
presentation, in the past we have been restrictive but this is not
going to continue forever.
(Ambassador Tariq Usman Haider): One of the preconditions of joining NSG is the division of our civil and military
nuclear facilities, and I am sure that can be done and competent
authorities must be planning for it.
(Air Cdre. Adil Sultan): In 2012 NSS statement, which was
drafted by Ambassador Masood Khan, Pakistan stated that we are
willing to provide for nuclear fuel cycling services, which
indicates our willingness, reflected again in 2014 and 2015 NSS.
The statement given at the highest level by the Prime Minister
indicates that we are willing to be mainstreamed and contribute in
the global nuclear fuel cycle services as per our capability. Also,
once we have set the target of 40,000 MW by 2050, though
ambitious, but it can only be achieved if you have access to civil
nuclear technology from various sources. Once we talk about
nuclear cooperation that does not necessarily mean that we are
ready to buy or sell reactors. There are several components of
nuclear fuel cycle services and we have expertise in several of
those, better than many countries in the world, and that‘s where
we can be mainstreamed and can help other developing countries
and off course we are willing.
Q5. Should we be following the same guidelines of NSG that
many NSG countries are not following? Pakistan should
focus inwards till the time others realise that it is in their
interest to mainstream Pakistan?
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Q6. We are impressing others with our tangible efforts in the
realm of export control, but the world is coming to India
for commercial interest. So how do you see the prevailing
commercial interest over the nonproliferation cause, and
if this trend continues, what should be our diplomatic
strategy to counter this? Secondly, we have seen that US
is pushing India to counter China, but on diplomatic and
economic front, China and India are coming closer, so
how you see this trend and its impact on strategic
stability of South Asia?
(Air Cdre. Adil Sultan): The world is archaic in nature, but
there is order even in disorder. States cannot adopt a behaviour
that is considered as kind of blackmailing to the international
community. Pakistan‘s position on nuclear issues, since the
beginning are considered to be very rational and it is seen as a
responsible country of the international order. All our proposals
were in line with our national potential and aspirations, and we
wanted to keep the region free of nuclear weapons. The behavior
you are suggesting poses certain risks and price, and is the nation
willing to undertake this price, because you cannot live in
isolation. If you see the reality, all states have relative
sovereignty, and once you deal with international community
there are quid and pros and you have to negotiate and create
space for yourself. Moreover, whatever contracts and
conventions we sign are in the supreme interest of our nation,
with all due diligence. We signed a convention with the IAEA
and we are benefiting from it.
Whereas the commercial or geo-strategic interests are
concerned, I challenge the notion. India has a limited capacity
and with the help of US and others is punching above weight by
putting itself as a counter weight to China in the region. So if you
see the ground realities, what should be our strategy? Simply, you
should manoeuver and create space for yourself, that is what
India did and so are we.
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Q7. There is a perception that nuclear policy is the domain of
military establishment, and political leadership is just a
rubber stamp. Please comment?
(Brig. Zahir Kazmi): In civil-military relations, if you look at
the way National Command Authority (NCA) is organised, it is a
very right and healthy balance of civil-military. What I hear from
NCA meetings is that nothing can pass unless the Prime Minister
decides or entire NCA agrees. There is no cure for the doubt. The
Prime Minister is the final authority.
(Mr. Faizan Mansoor): We are working with a consensus
and in the supreme interest of the nation, with both civil and
military leadership.
(Ambassador Tariq Usman Haider): The bottom line in the
NCA is that the release authority rests with the Prime Minister,
he is the Chief Executive. In terms of nuclear policy, the civil and
military side work very closely together. In terms of the
operational side, military guards the weapons, but MOFA and
SPD work along with them.
(Mr. Zafar Ali): The first thing that defines a country‘s
character is its geography. So what is happening in the larger
Asia region is the struggle for power. In that struggle, India has
emerged as one of the important pillars of perceived US strategy
of rebalancing of this particular region. So India is perceived to
be important, whether it will live up to these expectations is
questionable. There is convergence of US interest with India in
counter balancing China. As nowadays economy is the main
driving force, India would like to build its economy to flex more
military muscle. The business lobbies everywhere are becoming
stronger and this lobby has played an important role in Indian
rise.
(Mr. Kamran Akhtar): The efforts we have been doing in the
realm of export control are not to appease anyone but are in our
own interest. However it has a dividend, we should stop thinking
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in binary terms of either we will get the member of NSG or not. I
think there is a middle ground as because of these efforts the
international community has started to recognise Pakistan as a
responsible state and we are no outlier as North Korea. As a
result of these efforts, we are gradually being mainstreamed but it
would require patience.
(Air Cdre. Adil Sultan): In terms of civil-military relations
on nuclear issues, we have to understand our unique strategic
culture. In this regard, NCA is a perfect blend of civil-military
establishment and complements our strategic culture. The unique
composition of NCA makes it easier to undertake planning of
complex policy decisions. The command control setup at NCA
links all, irrespective of their geographical proximity. On the
other side, India has a fractured system which is also being
highlighted by many Indian scholars.
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Concluding Remarks
Ambassador Khalid Mahmood
Chairman Board of Governors, ISSI
Pakistan has been a strong advocate of non-proliferation from
very beginning. When the NPT was being negotiated, Pakistan
played a leading role in its formulation. Of course we did not
become party to it, not because we did not believe in it but
because India did not become a party to it. Though our actions
are in compliance with the letter and spirit of NPT, but we are not
formally a member. Also, when NPT came into force, Pakistan
made efforts for keeping South Asia free of nuclear weapons.
Pakistan made proposal for establishing a nuclear-free zone, and
only two countries opposed it, namely India and Bhutan. We
even made some other proposals, for instance joint accession to
NPT or strategic restraint regime in South Asia. Pakistan‘s efforts
and proposals were rebuffed by India and we know why, as in
1974 India conducted its nuclear tests.
Now why did Pakistan respond? Because our security
considerations impelled us to do some counter manoeuvers. So
there is some cause and effect in this equation, responding to
which is Pakistan full sovereign right.
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Vote of Thanks
Ambassador Masood Khan
Director General, ISSI
Pakistan is a legitimate nuclear power. Before 1974, it tried
its best to de-nuclearise South Asia, but Pakistan‘s overtures were
reciprocated neither by India nor by the international community.
Pakistan developed its nuclear capability, perforce, because of the
peculiar security situation prevalent in South Asia. After
conducting its nuclear test in 1998 and acquiring ballistic and
cruise missile capabilities, Pakistan established a stringent
command and control system. The other two thresholds crossed
by Pakistan were adaptation of Pakistan Export Control Act of
2004 and notification of revised export control lists and in 2015,
these revised lists cover the scope of NSG, MTCR and the AG.
Pakistan, fully qualifies to become a member of the NSG.
There should be no exceptionalism and discrimination,
Pakistan has always rejected such preferential treatment. With
regards to Indian lobbying and diplomatic efforts, I can say that
our efforts have not been critical in terms of their effect, though
our case is strong and our concerns are very genuine. Another
point I want to emphasise, that it is perceived that projecting
Pakistan‘s nuclear interest is the responsibility of SPD or MOFA
or other related institutions. However, I believe that it is a
collective effort, where media, civil society, think tanks and we
as a state have not reached that critical stage. India outcompetes
us because of the other non-governmental resources they have
marshalled over the years and that includes the strength of Indian
diaspora.
Pakistan had established its credentials as a responsible
nuclear weapon state beyond a shadow of doubt. But because of
the ‗Realpolitik‘ or ‗US politik,‘ India is getting special
treatment. This promotes exceptionalism and discrimination and
hurts Pakistan. Pakistan‘s case for equal treatment is strong, but
in addition to Foreign Office and godvernmental organisations,
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Pakistan‘s civil society, media and think-tanks should synergise
their efforts to get rightful dispensation for Pakistan. Pakistan‘s
nuclear programme would continue to remain credible and
symmetric to the threats in its immediate neighbourhood. It is
therefore important that Pakistan‘s nuclear programme continues
to be refined quantitatively and qualitatively. It is evident that
Pakistan accepts no conditions to curb or curtail its nuclear
capability required for its national defence.
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Press and Media Coverage of the Event
Pakistan to follow suit if India increases military might, say
Sartaj
May 4, 2016
ISLAMABAD: Adviser to the Prime Minister on Foreign Affairs
Sartaj Aziz on Tuesday expressed concern over India‘s growing
military power and said if it was not checked, Pakistan would be
forced to increase its strategic power.
The adviser said Pakistan would acquire the F-16 aircraft from
other countries if funds were not made available from the United
States. Talking to the media after inaugurating a seminar on
Pakistan‘s non-proliferation efforts and strategic export control
system, Sartaj said Pakistan wanted the F-16 fighter jets from the
US to help its counter-terrorism efforts.
―Pakistan will buy F-16s from some other country if funding
(from the US) is not arranged,‖ he said. Sartaj said though the
United States had stopped funding for the fighter jets yet it was
still providing 265 million dollars annually to Pakistan.
The statement by the adviser comes in the wake of remarks of the
US State Department Spokesperson John Kirby who said
Pakistan should fund the whole purchase of F-16 jet fighters on
its own. ―Given Congressional objections we have told the
Pakistanis that they should put forward national funds for that
purpose,‖ the spokesperson told reporters during the weekly press
briefing.
Pakistan had reached an understanding with the US for the
purchase of eight F-16 aircraft. The adviser said an Afghan
Taliban delegation from Doha was in Islamabad. Such contacts,
he added, were maintained by all members of the Quadrilateral
Coordination group comprising the US, China, Afghanistan and
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Pakistan with the objective of revival of peace process in
Afghanistan.
Sartaj said the government had rejected the American pressure on
handing over of Shakeel Afridi, who helped the United States
trace Osama bin Laden. ―For the US he is a hero but for Pakistan
he is a criminal,‖ he said and added that Afridi‘s case was under
review by a tribunal as he was also suspected of links with
terrorist organisations.
Earlier, Sartaj in his address at the seminar at the Institute of
Strategic Studies, said Pakistan was strongly committed to the
objective of nuclear security. ―Our nuclear security paradigm that
evolved over the years is effective and responsive against the
entire range of possible threats,‖ he said.
He said nuclear security regime in Pakistan was dynamic and
regularly reviewed and updated. Sartaj said in line with the
commitment made during the 2014 NSS, Pakistan had ratified the
2005 Amendment to the Convention on the Physical Protection
of Nuclear Material (CPPNM).
Source: http://www.thenews.com.pk/print/117365-Pakistan-to-follow-suit-ifIndia-increasesmilitary-might-says-Sartaj
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Pakistan will get fighter jets from elsewhere if funding not
arranged: Sartaj
May 04, 2016
Adviser to the Prime Minister on Foreign Affairs Sartaj Aziz said
Tuesday that Pakistan requires F-16s fighter jets from Untied
States for combating terrorism and the option of purchasing them
from any other country would be considered if the issue of
funding from the US was not resolved. Talking to reporters here
at Institute of Strategic Studies Islamabad (ISSI), the Adviser said
that the US has given consent for the sale of F-16s fighter jets but
the issue of finance is yet to be resolved.
―If funding is arranged, we will get the F-16s, otherwise we
would consider it [purchasing the jets] from any other country,‖
he said, adding Pakistan valued the F-16s for their effectiveness,
but they could be replaced by JF-17 Thunder jets in the ongoing
counter terrorism campaign. Aziz said that the US gives $265
million as part of foreign military assistance to Pakistan. In
previous years, he said it was $300 million and the amount
received is split between the three branches of the armed forces.
Pakistan Air Force's (PAF) share is $80 million, which they had
allocated for the last three years to buy the jets", he added.
He said that the funding Pakistan received from the US was part
of normal military funding and not specifically meant for the
purchase of F-16s. "The US has informed us that we can use the
funds for purchase of other military equipment and items, but not
F-16s," he said. About India's test of the ballistic missile without
giving notice to Pakistan, he said that the issue has been raised
with Indian government, adding Pakistan was concerned over the
missile test.
He also expressed concern over India's growing military power,
saying if it was not checked, Pakistan will have no other option
but to increase its strategic power. "The international community
should avoid steps which may disturb the strategic balance in
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South Asia," he cautioned. About Pak-India foreign secretary
level talks, he expressed the optimism to hold the talks, adding
during the recent visit of the foreign secretary, the date for the
talks was not finalised.
To another query about US pressure over handing over Dr
Shakeel Afridi, a doctor who helped CIA tracked down al Qaeda
leader Osama bin Laden, he said that the trial of Afridi is
currently underway in tribunal and no foreign pressure will be
accepted. "We've rejected US pressure regarding Shakeel
Afridi…For the US he is a hero but for Pakistan he is a criminal",
he said, adding Afridi was also suspected of links with terrorist
organisations.
When asked about the recent visit of Afghan Taliban's Qatar
office delegation, Aziz confirmed the visit of the Taliban
delegation, saying the visit was "explanatory" contacts and such
contacts are being made separately by other members of the
Quadrilateral Co-ordination Group (QCG). He said that in
Pakistan's point of view, the use of force was not the solution to
the problem but Afghan government is pressing for the use of
force with view to assert pressure on the militants. However, he
said that reduction in violence may encourage the Afghan
government to initiate the peace talks.
Earlier, addressing the ISSI's seminar on "Pakistan's NonProliferation Efforts and Strategic Export Control System", the
Adviser said that as a responsible nuclear state, Pakistan remains
fully committed to the objectives of non-proliferation and
disarmament.
He further highlighted that over the years, Pakistan has
streamlined and strengthened its export control regime and
enhanced its engagement with multilateral export control
regimes. He said that Pakistan's export control regime is at par
with the standards followed by the Nuclear Suppliers' Group
(NSG), Missile Technology Control Regime (MTCR) and
Australia Group.
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He said that the South Asia's strategic stability, which has been
negatively impacted by the policies that override the long
established principles and norms and are guided by individual
state's strategic and commercial considerations.
―A case in point is the Indo-US civil nuclear deal and the
subsequent discriminatory waiver granted to India by the NSG.
Eight years down the road one wonders what benefit the nonproliferation regime has secured from the deal?‖ he added. He
further said that Pakistan has strong credentials to become a
member of the NSG and other multilateral export control
regimes, on non-discriminatory basis, adding Pakistan is
confident of its capabilities and cognisant of its international
obligations.
He said that the policy of international community towards
nuclear mainstreaming of any state should be based on uniform
criteria rather than a country specific approach. After the
objective of total nuclear disarmament was found difficult to
achieve in the foreseeable future, the world has gradually evolved
a new normative approach to non-proliferation, he said.
―This new norm is now threatened by the so called selective
approach to ―outlier states‖, without a uniform criterion
applicable to all non NPT states. This threat must be resolutely
resisted‖, he added. In his presentation, Zafar Ali, Director
General, Strategic Export Control Division (SECDIV), Ministry
of Foreign Affairs (MOFA), provided an overview of Pakistan's
Strategic Export Control System. Mohammad Kamran Akhtar,
DG, Disarmament-P, MOFA highlighted Pakistan's engagement
with the non-proliferation regimes.
Air Cdre Khalid Banuri, Director General, Arms Control and
Disarmament Affairs (ACDA), Strategic Plans Division (SPD),
highlighted the role of the Pakistan Nuclear Regulatory Authority
(PNRA) in ensuring the nuclear safety, and as an example worth
emulating, one that has been lauded by the IAEA.
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Ambassador Masood Khan, DG, ISSI in his remarks said that
Pakistan had established its credentials as a responsible nuclear
weapons state, beyond the shadow of doubt. But because of the
'Real-politick' or 'US-politick,' India is getting special treatment
and it promotes exceptionalism and discrimination and this hurts
Pakistan. Other speakers including Ambassador Tariq Osman
Hyder, FaizanMansoor, Member (Executive) Pakistan Nuclear
Regulatory Authority (PNRA), Air CdreAdil Sultan, Director,
PDS, SPD, Brigadier ZahirKazmi, Director, ACDA, SPD and
Ambassador Khalid Mahmood highlighted the major contours of
nuclear safety and security culture in Pakistan.
Source: http://www.brecorder.com/top-stories/0/42684/
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Pakistan to maintain minimum nuclear deterrence: Aziz
May 3, 2016
Pakistan is a peace loving country but it was compelled to get
nuclear deterrence in the face of growing threat to its security and
integrity after Indian nuclear tests," he said.
Pakistan would maintain minimum nuclear deterrence for
balancing the strategic stability in South Asia, Prime Minister‘s
advisor on Foreign Affairs Sartaj Aziz said on Tuesday, amid
mounting international pressure on the country to slow down its
atomic programme.
Addressing a seminar titled ‗Pakistan‘s Non-proliferation Efforts
and Strategic Export Controls‘ hosted by the Institute of Strategic
Studies, he said South Asia‘s strategic stability has been
negatively impacted by the policies that override the long
established principles and norms and are guided by individual
state‘s strategic and commercial considerations.
―A case in point is the Indo—US civil nuclear deal and the
subsequent discriminatory waiver granted to India by the NSG.
Eight years down the road one wonders what benefit the nonproliferation regime has secured from the deal?‖ he asked.
He said recent reports by Nuclear Threat Initiative (NTI),
Institute of Security and International Studies (ISIS) and
assessment by other experts corroborate that the NSG waiver has
allowed India to exponentially increase its fissile material stocks
with grave implications for the strategic stability of the region.
Mr. Aziz said introduction of nuclear submarines, development
of anti-ballistic missile system and massive acquisition of
conventional weapons, prompt offensive inclinations manifested
in doctrines such as the ―Cold Start‖ and ―Proactive Operations‖
pose a serious threat to regional stability.
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―As we seek to ensure our security, credible minimum deterrence
remains our guiding principle and our conduct will continue to be
defined by restraint and responsibility,‖ he said.
―Pakistan is a peace loving country but it was compelled to get
nuclear deterrence in the face of growing threat to its security and
integrity after Indian nuclear tests,‖ he said.
He also said Pakistan has strong credentials to become a member
of the Nuclear Suppliers Group and other multilateral export
control regimes, on non-discriminatory basis.
He said the policy of nuclear mainstreaming of any state should
be based on uniform criteria rather than a country specific
approach.
The Obama administration has repeatedly expressed concern over
Pakistan‘s continuing deployment of battlefield nuclear weapons
and said this increases nuclear risks.
―We have been very concerned about Pakistan‘s deployment of
battlefield nuclear weapons,‖ Under Secretary of State for Arms
Control and International Security Rose Gottemoeller had told
Senate Foreign Relations Committee during a Congressional
hearing in March.
Source: http://www.thehindu.com/news/international/pakistan-to-maintainminimum-nuclear-deterrence-aziz/article8552199.ece?css=print
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Pakistan to decide how it wants to fulfill its defence needs: US
May 4, 2016
ISLAMABAD (Monitoring Desk): The United States on
Wednesday said it is up to Pakistan to decide how it wants to
fulfill its defence needs. ―It is up to Pakistan to speak to how they
will fulfill their defence needs. These are obviously sovereign
decisions that Pakistan has to make,‖ Kirby said during his
weekly press briefing.
Kirby‘s statement comes a day after Pakistan expressed
disappointment over Congress‘ unwillingness to not fund F-16
sale to Pakistan. Pakistan has indicated it may buy F-16 fighter
jets from somewhere else if financing for the state-of-the-art
planes is not arranged as Washington told Islamabad it would
have to finance the purchase itself.
When asked to comment on Pakistan‘s description of US aid as
‗peanuts‘, Kirby said, ―I would again say that it is an important
relationship and we‘re going to continue to support that
relationship and look for ways to improve our cooperation as best
we can.‖
―It is a relationship we have absolutely no intention of losing
focus on or diminishing in any way,‖ US State Department
spokesperson John Kirby said when asked if US unwillingness to
subsidise the F-16 purchase will affect bilateral relations.
Sartaj Aziz, the prime minister‘s adviser on foreign affairs,
admitted on Tuesday that arranging funds for eight F-16s
Pakistan intend to buy from the US was an issue. ―The US has
decided to sell F-16s to Pakistan. The only issue is now
financing,‖ Aziz told reporters at the Institute of Strategic Studies
Islamabad (ISSI). Pakistan will consult with the suppliers of F16s regarding the alternates of financing. ―If arrangement is
made, we will buy F-16s from the US, otherwise we will have to
look for planes somewhere else,‖ he added.
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Aziz‘s comments came a day after the US State Department said
it had asked Pakistan to fund the whole purchase of F-16 fighter
jets on its own. ―Given Congressional objections, we have told
the Pakistanis that they should put forward national funds for that
purpose,‖ spokesperson John Kirby told a weekly press briefing.
Previously, Islamabad was supposed to pay only $270 million
while the Obama administration was to pay $430 million in
subsidy through the US foreign military financing budget for the
fighter jets.
However, during a recent Congressional hearing, US lawmakers
made it clear that they would not allow the Obama administration
to use American funds for the deal. The decision to stop the
subsidy came last week after hearing of a subcommittee on Asia
and Pacific of the US Congress Committee on Foreign Affairs.
At the hearing, US lawmakers accused Pakistan of not doing
enough to fight militants and expressed concerns that the jets
could be used against India while also raising objections to using
American taxpayers‘ money to fund the sale.
Source: http://www.thefrontierpost.com/article/387730/pakistan-to-decidehow-it-wants-to-fulfill-its-defence-needs-us/
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